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ABSTRACT The development of a fixed-wing nano air vehicle that fits inside a cube of 75 mm is described
in this paper. A novel aircraft configuration that satisfies the static and dynamic stability and the mission
performance requirements is developed. A performance index is formulated to identify a suitable airfoil as
there does not exist a single airfoil that achieves the mission required specifications. Eppler-61 is identified
as the suitable airfoil since the value of its performance index is maximum among other airfoils selected for
the analysis. The static stability of the nano air vehicle is analyzed using the aerodynamic characteristics
obtained from the wind tunnel tests. The outcomes of this analysis indicate that the vehicle is statically
stable. The analysis also indicates significant aerodynamic cross-coupling between longitudinal and lateral
aerodynamic coefficients. The dynamic stability analysis indicates that the nano air vehicle is dynamically
stable. Furthermore, the dynamic stability of the vehicle is validated by flight test results.

INDEX TERMS Aerodynamic cross-coupling, airfoil, dynamic stability, nano air vehicle, static stability.

I. INTRODUCTION
The design and development of a small aircraft that can
carry payloads such as visual, nuclear, biological, chemical
and acoustic sensors required for special missions began
in 1996. This type of small aircraft is called Micro Air Vehi-
cle (MAV) [1]. The main classifications of a MAV are the
fixed-wing, the flapping-wing, and the rotary-wing. A fixed-
wingMAVhas a higher flight velocity and a longer endurance
when compared with the flapping-wing and the rotary-wing
MAV [2]. Generally, a MAV has a maximum dimension of
around 150 mm, a gross take-off weight of 100 g and a flight
duration of about 10 to 60 min [3]. However, as technology
and time progresses, the size of MAVs get reduced. Hence,
the future technology of interest is the potential design and
development of an incipient class of small micro air vehicle
called NanoAir Vehicle (NAV). The small size helps the NAV
to perform various missions undetected. The NAVs are also
categorized as fixed-wing, flapping wing, and rotary wing.
The maximum dimension of a NAV is less than or equal
to 75 mm [4], [5]. The gross take-off weight of the NAV
is suggested to be less than 20 g. The mission performance
requirements of the NAV include operating range up to 1 km,
maximum flight altitude around 100 m and the velocity range

of 5 to 10 m/s. The deployment time of a NAV for a mis-
sion needs to be much less than the deployment time of an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). At the same time, a NAV
requires a design that is cost-effective. The design of the
NAV has to be tuned for a specific mission or payload to
get maximum efficiency. The nano air vehicles are utilized to
accomplish the intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance
missions [6].

During the early 1990s, MIT Lincoln lab had a plan to
build a small airplane with a wingspan of 74 mm that could
carry a tiny electro-optical reconnaissance system [7], [8].
Thereafter, in 1997, DARPA initiated the nano air vehicle
project. The available information in the open literature till
now suggests the development of three NAVs. They are
AeroVironment Nano Hummingbird [6], Robobee [9], [10],
and Samarai [11]. Nano Hummingbird is designed and devel-
oped by AeroVironment. This flapping-wing NAV flies at
5 m/s and moves about three axes of motion. It has a body
shaped like a real hummingbird with a wingspan of 160 mm,
a total flying weight of 19 g, a wing-length of 74 mm, and
an endurance of 4 min [4]. Harvard University developed
Robobee that accomplishes tethered flight [12]. Robobee is
tethered to the ground during flight due to the requirement
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of high voltage for its piezoelectric-bender that is used in its
wing flapping actuation mechanism [9]. The driving compo-
nent of Robobee is a piezoelectric actuator [13]. Robobee
weighs 8 g and has a wingspan of 30 mm which is the
smallest man-made wingspan to achieve the flight. Samarai
NAV is a single-bladed rotorcraft that has an overall length
of 70 mm and a weight of 10 g [11], [14]. This conceptual
vehicle is supposed to achieve hover and forward flight using
a tip jet engine and includes a cyclic/collective flap for the
flight control. Apart from the three NAVs, Sean George and
Paul Samuel described a conceptual model of coaxial nano
rotorcraft in [15]. This model had a diameter of 75 mm and a
total weight of 22 g.

This paper describes the development of a fixed-wing NAV
that needs to fit inside a cube of size 75 mm. The method
followed in this paper for the NAV design is different from
the conventional UAV design mentioned in [16]. In a single
propeller NAV, the destabilizing effect of gyroscopic coupling
and counter torque is prominent [17]. Hence, the main focus
of the design method mentioned in the paper is to reduce this
destabilizing effect. Therefore, the positioning and sizing of
the wing and the vertical tail and fins are based on stability
requirements rather than performance requirements.

In this paper, a novel aircraft configuration is developed
to satisfy various stability and mission performance require-
ments of the NAV. Thereafter, the aerodynamic design of the
NAV commences with identifying a proper airfoil for the
NAV. For that, 2-dimensional (2D) and 3-dimensional (3D)
analysis of various high-lift low Reynolds number airfoils are
carried out. As there is no single airfoil that achieves all the
design requirements, a performance index is constructed to
identify the most suitable airfoil for the NAV. Among dif-
ferent high-lift low Reynolds number airfoils, the airfoil that
has got maximum performance index is selected. Afterward,
the static and dynamic stabilities of the NAV are analyzed.
Subsequently, the analysis of the flight test results is carried
out to validate the dynamic stability of the NAV.

The paper is organized as follows. The descriptions about
the configuration of the NAV are given in Section II. The
design of wing and vertical tail of the NAV is discussed in
Section III. Section IV discusses the static and dynamic sta-
bility analysis of the NAV. Finally, in Section V, conclusions
are discussed.

II. CONFIGURATION OF THE NAV
The development of the NAV requires various specifications.
For a surveillance mission, the desired specifications on the
endurance, range, operating altitude, and velocity range are
2-3 min, 200-300 m, 100 m, and 8-10 m/s, respectively. Apart
from these specifications, the weight of the NAV that fits
inside a cube of dimension 75 mm is 19.5 g. Along with these
specifications it is important to specify the required lift force
that needs to be generated by the wing. The required lift force
is specified through the design lift coefficient of the wing,
CLDesign . The design lift coefficient is required to acquire suit-
able airfoil for the wing. CLDesign corresponds to Va =8 m/s,

FIGURE 1. Component placement inside the NAV.

ρa =1.108 kg/m3, S =0.0056m2, andm =0.0195 kg (19.5 g)
is 0.9591. Here, Va, ρa, S, and m denote air speed (m/s),
density of air (kg/m3), reference area (m2), and mass (kg),
respectively.

The NAV is a horizontal tailless monoplane with the high-
wing configuration as shown in Fig. 1. The vertical tail of
the NAV is attached to the bottom of wing. The vertical tail
accommodates all the components of the NAV. In Fig. 1, ESC
denotes electronic speed controller. The battery and motor
are the two heaviest parts and therefore they are pushed
towards the leading edge of the wing. Other components like
the actuator and the autopilot are also placed closer to the
leading edge of the wing. Hence, the center-of-gravity (CG)
can be positioned closer to the leading edge of the wing and
therefore the static stability characteristics of the NAV can be
improved.

The counter torque produced by themotor-propeller causes
adverse stability effects on the dynamics of a single pro-
peller small air vehicle [17].1 Hence, the primary reason for
selecting a high-wing configuration is to improve the dihedral
effect and thereby the lateral stability of the NAV. For the
further enhancement of the dihedral effect, the components
of the NAV are placed in such a way that the vertical location
of CG is far down from the camber line of the wing as the
side-force producing surfaces above the CG will increase the
dihedral effect.

Another reason for selecting the high-wing configuration
is that the high-wing will produce higher lift compared with
a mid- and low-wing. This is because when there is a dimen-
sional constraint on the wing, attaching the vertical tail or a
fuselage to the top of the wing reduces the total lift generating
area. Hence, when there is dimensional constraint on the
wing, CLmax of the high-wing will be higher than the CLmax
of the low-wing and mid-wing. The higher CLmax also results
in a lower stall speed for the NAV.

The primary function of a horizontal tail is to achieve
the longitudinal moment balance. However, the NAV has a

1The effect of the counter torque on an NAV without adequate lateral
stability is available at https://youtu.be/dKf4IrLRkp0
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FIGURE 2. Conventional configurations of the NAV.

horizontal tailless configuration. The reasons for the selection
of a horizontal tailless configuration are explained as follows.
Consider the conventional configurations of a NAV shown
in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, lv and zv symbolize horizontal and
vertical distance between CG and the aerodynamic center
of the vertical tail at zero angle-of-attack (m), respectively.
The configuration shown in Fig. 2(a) has a vertical tail and
a horizontal tail on top of the wing. One of the problems of
this conventional configuration is that the horizontal tail and
the vertical tail assembly have to be fixed on the top surface
of the wing that reduces the effective lift producing surface
area and thereby the total lift force. Also, this assembly
distorts the smooth flow of air over the wing. Furthermore,
the separated boundary layer does not reattach to airfoil
surface even before the stall angle-of-attack for any Reynolds
number below 50000 [18]. This generates a large wake with
unsteady vortices. These vortices get stronger and larger with
the increase of the angle-of-attack. The Reynolds number of
the NAV is below 50000. Hence, at a certain large angle-
of-attack, the vertical tail and the horizontal tail of the NAV
will be inside the wing wake as shown in the Fig. 2(a) thus
reducing or completely nullifying the effectiveness of the hor-
izontal tail. This issue is difficult to solve as the dimensional
constraint of the NAV will prevent to have a vertical tail long
enough to house a horizontal tail that will be out of the wing
wake.

Now, consider the configuration shown in Fig. 2(b). This
configuration has its horizontal tail attached to the trailing
edge of the wing. Due to this reason, this configuration will
need a horizontal tail whose chord length will be larger than
the chord length of the horizontal tail of the configuration

shown Fig. 2(a). An elevator and a horizontal tail with a
suitable dimension near the trail edge of the wing for this con-
figuration will reduce the chord length of the wing because of
the dimensional constraint. This may reduce lift generating
capacity of the wing. Therefore, the NAV is a horizontal
tailless aircraft.

However, the horizontal tailless configuration has both
advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of horizontal
tailless configuration is lower skin friction drag as the total
wetted surface is less than the configuration with a horizontal
tail. The disadvantages of a horizontal tailless configuration
is the shifting of the aerodynamic center of a wing more
towards the leading edge of the wing which reduces the
longitudinal static stability. One of the solutions is to place all
the components inside the NAV in such a manner that the CG
is placed ahead of the aerodynamic center. This improves the
longitudinal stability. Besides this, the longitudinal stability
of the NAV can be enhanced by locating the vertical CG
below the aerodynamic center of the wing. Hence, CG of the
NAV is positioned below and ahead of the aerodynamic center
of the wing by suitably placing the components.

Another problem associated with a horizontal tailless NAV
is its longitudinal moment balancing. This problem is severe
due to the dimensional constraints. To explain this problem,
consider (1) which describes the total pitching moment (in
coefficient form) about the CG of a tailless aircraft excluding
the effect of downwash.

CM = CMac,wb + (CL0 + CL,wbαα)(h̄− hac,wb)

+CL,wbδe δe(h̄− hac,wb) (1)

Here, in (1), CM , CMac,wb , CL0 , CL,wbα , h̄, hac,wb, CL,wbδe , α,
and δe denote pitching moment coefficient of the wing about
the CG, pitching moment coefficient about the aerodynamic
center for wing-body combination, lift coefficient of wing at
zero α, derivative of the lift coefficient of wing-body combi-
nation with respect to α (1/rad), horizontal distance between
the leading edge and CG of the wing in fraction of chord
length, horizontal distance between the leading edge and the
aerodynamic center in fraction of chord length, derivative
of lift coefficient of wing-body combination with respect
to δe (1/rad), angle-of-attack (rad), and elevator deflection
(rad), respectively. It is clear from (1) that for the longitu-
dinal moment balancing CL,wbδe δe(h̄ − hac,wb) needs to be
positive. As (h̄ − hac,wb) is negative and the elevator control
effectiveness, CL,wbδe δe is positive, δe needs to be negative
to produce the positive balancing moment. The moment arm
length of a tailless aircraft, (h̄ − hac,wb) will be small when
compared with the moment arm length of a tailed aircraft.
Therefore, to produce adequate positive balancing moment,
either CL,wbδe or δe has to be large. CL,wbδe δe depends on the
size of an elevator. However, the dimensional limitation of the
NAV restricts the size of the elevator. Meanwhile, a sizeable
negative deflection of the elevator results in large loss of
total lift-force of the NAV. The solution of the longitudinal
moment balancing problem is to locate the thrust line below
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FIGURE 3. Forces and moments acting on the NAV.

the CG parallel to xb body axis as shown in Fig. 3. Then,
the thrust contributes a portion of positive balancing moment.
The pitching moment produced by thrust is expressed as

MT = FTxZVT (2)

In (2), MT , FTx , and ZVT symbolize pitching moment due to
thrust of the NAV (Nm), dynamic thrust of motor-propeller
(N), and vertical distance between CG and thrust line (m),
respectively. ZVT is positive for the NAV as the thrust line is
below CG.

The total pitching moment of the NAV in the coefficient
form after including pitching moment due to thrust is given
as

CM = CMac,wb + (CL0 + CL,wbαα)(h̄− hac,wb)

+CL,wbδe δe(h̄− hac,wb)+ CMT (3)

In the above equation, CMT is defined as

CMT =
FTxZVT

0.5ρaV 2
a c̄S

(4)

where c̄ denotes mean aerodynamic chord of wing. It is
evident from (3) that when CMT is positive, the longitudi-
nal moment balancing of the NAV is accomplished with an
elevator deflection which is less negative than an elevator
deflection that is required for the longitudinal moment bal-
ancing where thrust does not contribute any pitch up moment.
Also, the moment due to thrust reduces the loss of lift-force
as the longitudinal moment balancing is achieved with much
smaller negative elevator deflection.

The vertical tail provides lateral stability. While designing
the vertical tail for the NAV, a greater emphasis is given
to enhance the lateral stability even at high angle-of-attack.
This is to reduce the unfavorable effect of counter torque at
high angle-of-attack. For the static lateral stability, the lateral
stability derivative,Clβ needs to be negative [19]. The vertical
tail is one of the main contributors to Clβ . The contribution of
the vertical tail in Clβ , ClβV is expressed in (5) [20].

ClβV =
CyβV
b

[
zvcos(α)− lvsin(α)

]
(5)

In (5), CyβV and b denote vertical tail side-force coeffi-
cient derivative with respect to β (1/rad) and wingspan (m),
respectively. Equation (5) indicates that angle-of-attack has a
major influence on ClβV . Similarly, (5) also reveals that ClβV
depends on zv and lv. For the low-wing configurations shown
in Fig. 2, lv will be greater than zv. Consequently, at certain
high angle-of-attack, ClβV will be positive when lvsin(α) is
greater than zvcos(α). This degrades the effect of the vertical
tail in maintaining the lateral stability at a high angle-of-
attack. However, for the high-wing configuration of the NAV
shown in Fig. 3, zv is greater than lv. For that, the vertical
location of the CG is kept far below the vertical location of
the aerodynamic center of the vertical tail by locating the
heaviest components like the motor and the battery at the
bottom of vertical tail as shown in Fig. 1. As zv is greater
than lv, zvcos(α)− lvsin(α) will be positive for the same high
angle-of-attack at which zvcos(α)− lvsin(α) will be negative
for the configurations shown in Fig. 2. Hence, for the high-
wing configuration of the NAV shown in Fig. 3, ClβV will be
negative and therefore lateral stability even at high angle-of-
attack will be maintained.

The vertical tail also contributes to the directional stability
of the NAV. For directional stability, the directional static
stability derivative,Cnβ needs to be positive. The contribution
of the vertical tail in Cnβ , Cnβv is given as

CnβV = −
CyβV
b

[
lvcos(α)+ zvsin(α)

]
(6)

Equation 6 suggests that the positive magnitude of Cnβv of
the low-wing configurations shown in Fig. 2 reduces with the
increase of angle-of-attack as lv is greater than zv. Besides
this, if these low-wing configurations of the NAV fly at a
high angle-of-attack, then the flow separation from the wing
reduces the dynamic pressure over the vertical tail exposed in
thewake. This reduces the effectiveness of the vertical tail and
the rudder [19]. In the high-wing configuration of the NAV
shown in Fig. 3, there will not be any blanking of the vertical
tail as it is located below the wing. Hence, the effectiveness
of the vertical tail will not be reduced. Apart from this, CnβV
will be positive even at high angle-of-attack as zv is greater
than lv.
Apart from the vertical tail, two smaller vertical fins (like

winglets) are attached to the wing as shown in Fig. 1. These
small vertical fins affect the characteristics of spiral and
Dutch roll modes of the NAV through its root chord, tip
chord, and half span. The high static lateral stability results
in unstable Dutch roll mode. Also, it is summarized in [17]
that counter torque adversely affects the stability of the spiral
mode. Hence, root chord, tip chord, and half span of the small
vertical fins are iteratively fine tuned to achieve stable spiral
and Dutch roll modes.

The NAV has two control surfaces, one is an elevator and
other is the rudder. The pitch up and down of the NAV are
controlled with the elevator. The rudder is utilized to turn the
NAV. Generally, an aileron is exploited to turn the aircraft
which has high directional stability compared with lateral
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FIGURE 4. Aerodynamic characteristics of selected airfoils for Re=29538. (a) Lift coefficient of airfoils. (b) Drag coefficient of
airfoils. (c) Moment coefficient of airfoils. (d) Lift-to-Drag coefficient of airfoils.

stability. However, if the vehicle has high lateral stability
compared with directional stability, then the rudder can be
used to turn the aircraft [21]. As the NAV requires a high
degree of lateral stability, a rudder will be used to turn the
NAV. The final configuration of the NAV that satisfies various
design requirements is shown in Figs. 1 and 3.

III. DESIGN OF WING AND VERTICAL TAIL OF THE NAV
The design of wing and tail of the NAV is discussed in this
section. This mainly includes selection of airfoil and plan-
form for the wing. Apart from this, a brief description about
the determination of vertical tail with suitable dimension is
also mentioned.

A. DESIGN OF THE WING
The aerodynamic design of the wing begins by the selec-
tion of an airfoil for the wing of the NAV. The selec-
tion of airfoils for the NAV depends upon the value of

clmax , cm, (c
1.5
l /cd )max , (cl/cd )max , and cdmin . Here, clmax , cm,

(c1.5l /cd )max , (cl/cd )max , and cdmin symbolize maximum lift
coefficient of airfoil, pitching moment coefficient of airfoil,
maximum (c1.5l /cd ), maximum lift-to-drag ratio of airfoil,
and minimum drag coefficient of airfoil. As there is a dimen-
sional constraint on the wing of the NAV, the required lift
has to be generated from the available lift-producing surface
that satisfies the dimensional constraint. Hence, the NAV
requires a high-lift generating wing and therefore an air-
foil with high clmax in the operating range of α is more
desirable. The longitudinal moment balancing of the NAV is
difficult as the NAV does not have a horizontal tail. Hence,
the NAV requires an airfoil with cm close to zero. The primary
mission of the NAV is surveillance and therefore an airfoil
with high (c1.5l /cd )max is suitable. Likewise, to maximize
the range, the NAV needs an airfoil with higher (cl/cd )max .
At the same time, an airfoil with a lower cdmin is more suit-
able for the NAV as cdmin significantly affects the cost of a
flight.
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TABLE 1. 2D analysis of airfoil at Re=29538.

TABLE 2. Performance index of airfoils.

Initially, eight high-lift low Reynolds number airfoils are
selected for the study. Table 1 and Figs. Figs. 4(a)-4(d) indi-
cate the aerodynamic characteristic of these airfoils that are
simulated in XFLR5 [22] for the Reynolds number of 29538,
corresponding to Va=8 m/s, υ=1.625 × 10−5 m2/s and for
the characteristic length of 0.06 m (60 mm). Here, υ repre-
sents kinematic viscosity (m2/s).
It is evident from Table 1 that there is no single airfoil that

meets all the requirements. Therefore, some weightages have
to be given to the parameters that are exploited to select the
airfoil. In case of the NAV, clmax is the prime parameter, fol-
lowed by cm, (c1.5l /cd )max , (cl/cd )max , and cdmin . Therefore,
clmax gets maximum weightage followed by cm, (c1.5l /cd )max ,
(cl/cd )max , and cdmin . Due to these weightages, a performance
index, Jp is required to identify the suitable airfoil. The value
of Jp indicates the suitability of an airfoil. The performance
index is given by

Jp = k1

[
clmax

max [clmax ]

]
+ k2

[∣∣max [cm(α((cl/cd )max)]
∣∣∣∣cm(α(cl/cd )max)∣∣/
]

+ k3

[
(c1.5l /cd )max

max [(c1.5l /cd )max]

]
+ k4

[
(cl/cd )max

max [(cl/cd )max]

]
+ k5

[
min [cdmin ]
cdmin

]
(7)

In (7), k1, k2, k3, k4, and k5 are the weightages with
∑5

i=1 ki
given to clmax , cm|α((cl/cd )max ), (c

1.5
l /cd )max , (cl/cd )max , and

cdmin , respectively. The numerical values of k1, k2, k3, k4,
and k5 are 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.15, and 0.10,respectively. Table 2
indicates the value of Jp. Among eight airfoils, E61, E62, E59,
and E49 have got maximum performance indexes. Hence,
these airfoils are selected for 3D analysis.

Figures 5(a)-5(e) show CL , CD, CM , CLCD , and
C1.5
L
CD

of E61,
E62, E59, and E49. In order to select the suitable airfoil,
E61, E62, E59, and E49 are evaluated using (7). However,

TABLE 3. 3D analysis of wings at Re=29538 with AR=1.25.

in (7), clmax , cm|α((cl/cd )max ), (c
1.5
l /cd )max , (cl/cd )max , and cdmin

are replaced with CLmax , CM |α((CL/CD)max ), (C1.5
L /CD)max ,

(CL/CD)max , and CDmin , respectively. The results of 3D anal-
ysis of wings at the Reynolds number of 29538 with aspect
ratio (AR) of 1.25 (for a wing span of 75 mm and chord
of 60 mm) is shown in Table 3. It is evident from Table 3
that E61 has got maximum performance index and hence it is
selected.

The E61 airfoil has the maximum thickness of 5.7 %
at 23.8 % chord. Similarly, E61 has the maximum camber
of 6.4 % at 51 % chord. It is evident from Fig. 5(a) that
the wing with 75 mm span and 60 mm chord that uses
E61 achievesCLDesign at α of 0.116 rad that is less than the stall
angle-of-attack, αs of 0.3842 rad. Hence, a wing with 75 mm
span and 60 mm chord is enough to meet the lift requirement.
Consequently, the span and chord of the elevator are set at
75 mm and 15 mm, respectively. Among various planforms
like Zimmerman, Inverse Zimmerman, and rectangular plan-
form, the planform selected for the NAV is a rectangular
planfrom. This is because a rectangular planform gives more
area compared with Zimmerman and Inverse Zimmerman
when the NAV needs to fit inside a cube of size 75 mm.

B. DESIGN OF THE VERTICAL TAIL
The NAV requires a low Reynolds number symmetric airfoil
for the vertical tail. The airfoil, J5012 is a low Reynolds
number symmetric airfoil with a maximum thickness of 12 %
at 34.5 % of the chord. However, the thickness of J5012 is
inadequate to incorporate all the components close to the
leading edge of the wing. Therefore, J5012 modified to have
a maximum thickness of 20 % at 16.50 % of the chord. The
J5012 and modified J5012 are shown in Figure 6.

The counter torque produced by the motor-propeller com-
bination of the NAV is defined as

LT = −
FTxu
2π (δT )

(8)

Here, in 8, δT and u denote propeller speed in revolution
per second (rps) and forward translational velocity in body
axis of the NAV (m/s2). The torque, FTxu

2π (δT )
, produced by the

motor-propeller combination of the NAV for different u and
δT is shown in Figure 7. It is understood from Fig. 7 that the
worst counter torque experienced by the NAV is -0.00143 Nm
forVa of 8m/s at a δT of 266 rps. Hence, the vertical tail of the
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FIGURE 5. Aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils E62, E59, E61, and E49 at Re=29538 with AR=1.25. (a) Lift coefficient of the

wing. (b) Drag coefficient of the wing. (c) Pitching moment coefficient of the wing. (d) Lift-to-drag ratio of the wing. (e)
C1:5

L
CD

CD
coefficient of the wing

NAV has to balance this counter torque with an aerodynamic
rolling moment corresponds to a β and δr . It means that

LT + LA(ρ,Va, SV , β, δr , zv) = 0 (9)

However, due to the dimensional constraints, the maximum
zv that can be achieved is 13 mm. Therefore, LA required to
balance the worst counter torque is achieved with different
combination of SV , δr , and β. SV and δr represent refer-
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FIGURE 6. Plot of J5012 and modified J5012.

FIGURE 7. Torque produced by the motor-propeller of the NAV.

ence area of vertical tail (m2) and rudder deflection (rad),
respectively. The objective is to attain a vertical tail that
produces required aerodynamic rolling moment with a β in
the range of 0 to -0.087 rad (0 to -5 deg). In an aircraft, a non-
zero value of β can induce aerodynamic cross-coupling [23].
This aerodynamic cross-coupling will be significant for an
extremely small aircraft. Therefore, the range of β is kept
small. Figure 8 shows LA for the vertical tail with 75 mm
span and 75 mm chord, the vertical tail with 70 mm span and
75 mm chord and the vertical tail with 70 mm span, 75 mm
chord and the rudder deflection of −0.174 rad. The rudder
has a span and chord of 25 mm and 15 mm, respectively. It
is clearly understood from Figure 8 that the vertical tail with
75mm span and 70mm chord and the vertical tail with 75mm
span and 75 mm chord achieve 0.00143 Nm at β =0.108 rad
and β =0.097 rad, respectively. However, the vertical tail
with 75 mm span, 70 mm chord and rudder deflection of
-0.174 rad achieves 0.00143 Nm at β = 0.064 rad, thus
meeting the requirement. Therefore, the span and chord of
the vertical tail are fixed at 70 mm and 75 mm, respectively.

FIGURE 8. LA produced by the vertical tail with different dimensions.

FIGURE 9. Fabricated NAV.

Similarly, the span and chord for the rudder are fixed at
25 mm and 15 mm, respectively. Besides this, the iteratively
fine tuned numerical values of root chord, tip chord, and
half span are 60 mm, 25 mm, and 50 mm, respectively.
The symmetric low Reynolds number thin airfoil, S1223 is
selected for the small vertical fins.

The NAV is fabricated using Aerodepron as shown
in Fig. 9 [17]. The mass and mechanical properties of the
vehicle are given in Table 4.

The flight tests of the NAV are available at https://youtu.be/
nhJ8IsOJEhM. After observing repeated stable flight tests,
the configuration of the NAV is further studied by conducting
wind tunnel test.

IV. STATIC AND DYAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS
OF THE NAV
A. STATIC STABILITY ANALYSIS
The static aerodynamic characteristics of the NAV are
obtained from the wind tunnel experiments conducted in the
low speed, suction type closed test section, low turbulence
micro air vehicle aerodynamics research tunnel (MART) at
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TABLE 4. Mass and mechanical properties of the NAV.

TABLE 5. Geometrical specification.

TABLE 6. Flow characteristics.

National Aerospace Laboratories, Bengaluru, India. The geo-
metrical specifications and the flow characteristics of this
wind tunnel are given in Tables 5-6. The transducer used for
measuring the 3-axis force and torque is ATI nano-17 Tita-
nium. This transducer has a 16-bit data acquisition system to
interface with a computer for the purpose of data storage. The
geometric configuration of 75 mm fixed-wing NAV is tested
in the wind tunnel for various ranges of α, β (sideslip angle
(rad)), δe (elevator deflection (rad)), δr (rudder deflection
(rad)), and Va. The operating ranges of α, β, δe and δr and Va
are 0-0.5236 rad, ± 0.1745 rad, ± 0.1745 rad, and 8-10 m/s,
respectively. The aerodynamic characteristics of the NAV at
velocity, 8 m/s are shown in Fig. 10-16(c). These character-
istics are obtained by surface fitting the aerodynamic data
acquired from the wind tunnel test. Also, the surface fitting
of the aerodynamic data is required to attain the expressions
for CL , CD, CM , Cl , Cy, and Cn. Here, CL , CD, CM , Cl ,
Cy, and Cn denote lift coefficient, drag coefficient, pitching
moment coefficient, rolling moment coefficient, sideforce
coefficient, and yawing moment coefficient. The expression
for these coefficients are very much needed to formulate
the mathematical model of the NAV. Figure 10 depicts CL .
This figure indicates that the NAV achieves CLDesign at an

FIGURE 10. Variation of CL with α and β at null elevator deflection.

FIGURE 11. Variation of CD with α and β.

angle-of-attack of 0.1114 rad (6.382 deg). Also, it is under-
standable from Fig. 10 that the stall angle-of-attack is at
0.5236 rad (30 deg). The drag coefficient of the NAV is
shown in Fig. 11. This figure shows that the drag coefficient
increases with α. Apart from this, the drag coefficient signif-
icantly depends on β. This establishes that the longitudinal
static aerodynamic coefficients of the NAV are susceptible
to the lateral perturbations. Figure 11 indicates that the drag
coefficient decreases with the increase of sideslip angle.
This behavior is established in [24] that in low Reynolds
number flight regime the drag coefficient of low-aspect-ratio
wing decreases with the increase of sideslip angle. However,
the effect of sideslip angle on drag coefficient is complex
and depends on wing planform, sweep, dihedral, and aerody-
namic interaction between wing and fuselage (in case of the
NAV, it is the vertical tail) [25]. The lift and drag coefficient
at the angle-of-attack of 0.1114 rad is 0.9591 and 0.3316,
respectively. Hence, the lift-to-drag ratio is 2.89.

The pitching moment coefficient, CM is shown
in Fig. 12(a). Figures 12(b)-12(d) illustrate longitudinal sta-
bility derivative,CMα for various δe. These figures revealCMα
is negative for any angle-of-attack above zero, sideslip angle
in the range of ±0.1745 rad and elevator deflection in the
range of±0.5236 rad. This establishes that the NAV has static
longitudinal stability for the operational ranges of angle-
of-attack and elevator deflection. Besides this, the NAV is
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FIGURE 12. (a) Variation of CM with α and β at null elevator deflection. (b) Variation of CMα
with α and β at −0.5236 (rad) elevator

deflection. (c) Variation of CMα
with α and β at null elevator deflection. (d) Variation of CMα

with α and β at 0.5236 (rad) elevator
deflection. Variation of CM and CMα

with α and β at different elevator deflection.

longitudinally stable in the operating range of β which is
necessary as the low-aspect-ratio vehicles in low-Reynolds
number flow regime are susceptible to lateral perturba-
tion [24]. The pitching moment at zero angle-of-attack, CM0

is -0.1405. The longitudinal stability along with negativeCM0

substantiates the need of pitchingmoment due to thrust for the
longitudinal moment balancing of the NAV.

The plot of rolling moment coefficient, Cl is shown
in Fig. 13(a). The plot of the static lateral stability derivative,
Clβ is depicted in Fig. 14(a). It is clear from Fig. 14(a) that
Clβ is negative for all the operational range of α and δr .
This ensures static lateral stability. Figure 14(a) also indicates
that upto 0.5 rad of angle-of-attack, the negativity of Clβ
increases. However, the negativity of Clβ decreases above
0.5 rad of α. This behavior is explained with the help of (5).
When the angle-of-attack increases, zvcos(α) in (5) reduces
whereas lvsin(α) increases. Hence, ClβV reduces. Neverthe-
less, lvsin(α) becomes greater than zvcos(α) when α is above
0.5 rad. Then, ClβV becomes positive thereby reducing the
negativity of Clβ . However, in case of the NAV, Clβ is always

negative in the operational range of angle-of-attack. This
is because of the high-wing configuration and the large zv
compared to lv of the NAV.

The portrait of the sideforce coefficient is depicted
in Fig. 13(a). Figure 14(c) depicts the derivative of side-
force coefficient, Cyβ with respect to β. The vertical tails
of the NAV are the primary components that influence Cyβ .
Hence, the vertical tails of the NAV affect the Dutch roll
dynamics. The yawing moment coefficient, Cn and the static
directional stability derivative, Cnβ are shown in Fig. 13(b)
and 14(b), respectively. Cnβ of the NAV is positive for any
operational range of angle-of-attack as shown in Fig. 14(b).
This is because the blanking of the vertical tail is not there
as the vertical tail of the NAV is located below the wing.
Figure 14(b) also indicates that Cnβ is positive and increases
with the increase of angle-of-attack. This characteristic of
Cnβ is explained using (6). As shown in Fig. 14(c), Cyβ is
negative for the NAV. The contribution of vertical tail in Cyβ ,
CyβV is also negative as the vertical tail is the main contributor
of Cyβ . Therefore, CnβV is mostly positive for the NAV.
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FIGURE 13. (a) Variation of Cl with α and β. (b) Variation of Cn with
α and β. (c) Variation of Cy with α and β. Variation of Cl , Cn, and Cy with
α and β at null rudder deflection.

At small angle-of-attack (less than 0.0873 rad), CnβV is
governed by lvcos(α). Then, CnβV is small compared to its
value at large angle-of-attack as the value of lv is small
compared to zv. However, when the angle-of-attack increases,
CnβV also increases as zvsin(α) increases. This ensures the
static directional stability of the NAV at high angle-of-attack.

FIGURE 14. (a) Variation of Clβ
with α and δr . (b) Variation of Cnβ

with
α and δr . (c) Variation of Cyβ

with α and δr . Variation of Clβ
, Cnβ

, and Cyβ

with α and δr .

Figures 10, 11 and 12(a) show that CL , CD, and CM
depend on β. The derivative of CL , CD, and CM with
respect to β, CLβ , CDβ , and CMβ , respectively are shown
in Figs. 15(a)-15(c). These figures indicate that the longitu-
dinal static aerodynamic characteristics are influenced by the
lateral perturbations apart from longitudinal perturbations.
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FIGURE 15. (a) Variation of CLβ
with α and β. (b) Variation of CDβ

with α

and β. (c) Variation of CMβ
with α and β. Variation of CLβ

, CDβ
, and CMβ

with α and β at null elevator deflection.

Similarly, the aerodynamic coefficients Cl , Cy, and Cn
also depend on α as shown in Figs. 13(a), 13(b), and 13(c).
Figures 16(a)-16(c) illustrate the derivative of Cy, Cl , and
Cn with respect to α, Cyα , Clα , and Cnα , respectively. The
non-zero value of CLβ , CDβ , CMβ , Cyα , Clα , and Cnα induce

FIGURE 16. (a) Variation of Cyα with α and β. (b) Variation of Clβ
with

α and β. (c) Variation of Cnβ
with α and β. Variation of Cyα , Clα , and Cnα

with α and β at null rudder deflection.

cross-coupling between the lateral and longitudinal dynamics
which is negligible in a large aircraft.

B. DYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS
A linear model of the NAV is required for the dynamic
stability analysis. Extremely small air vehicles are susceptible
to cross-coupling due to gyroscopic, counter torque, and
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TABLE 7. Eigenvalues of coupled model.

FIGURE 17. Measured angular body rates and body axis accelerations of
the NAV. (a) Angular body rates. (b) Body axis accelerations.

aerodynamic effects [17]. Hence, the NAV use the linear
coupled model mentioned in [17]. Then, the linear model of
the NAV is

˙̄x = Acx̄+ BcUcon (10)

where Ac and Bc are the stability and control matrices,
respectively. In (10), x̄ and Ucon are the state vector
([ū, w̄, q̄, θ̄ |v̄, p̄, r̄, φ̄]T ) and the control vector ([δ̄e, δ̄T |δ̄r ]T ),
respectively. Here, [ū, w̄, v̄]T , [p̄, q̄, r̄]T , and [θ̄ , φ̄]T rep-
resent linearized translational velocities, linearized angular
velocities, and Euler angles, respectively. The stability matrix
of the NAV for a straight flight condition at the flight speed
of 8 m/s is given by (11), as shown at the top of the next page
The eigenvalues of Ac given in Table 7 have negative real
part and hence the NAV is dynamically stable. Besides this,
the dynamic stability of the vehicle is validated through flight
test. For the flight test, the fabricatedNAV shown in Fig. 9 and
the autopilot mentioned in [17] are utilized. The autopilot has
both gyroscope and accelerometer in a single chip. To test the
dynamic stability, the vehicle is hand launched at mild windy
condition after rotating the propeller. Thereafter, the pilot
achieves a steady straight flight of the NAV. After that, the
elevator input is excited with a doublet signal of magnitude
± 0.1745 (rad) for a duration of 4 s at the 17th second of
flight time. Consequently, the gyroscope and accelerome-
ter measure angular velocities and the body acceleration of
the NAV. These measurements are show in Figs. 17(a)-17(b).
In Fig. 17(b), axb m/s2, ayb m/s2, and azb m/s2, symbol-
ize body axis acceleration of the NAV. Figures 17(a)-17(b)
point out that the NAV is in steady flight conditions upto
17th second. After this time period, the NAV deviates from
the steady straight flight conditions due to the presence of
the doublet elevator input signal. However, the angular rates
and the body axis acceleration are not diverging. Also, these
measurements are converging to its steady state values after
21st second. Hence, the NAV is dynamically stable. Also,
Figs. 17(a) indicates that when the elevator is excited, yaw
rate and roll rate are also excited. This is because of the cross-
coupling between lateral and longitudinal dynamics.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the development of the fixed-wing NAV that
fits inside a cube of 75 mm is presented. A novel aircraft
configuration that satisfies the static stability and the mission
performance characteristics of the NAV is developed. The
configuration developed for the NAV is a horizontal tail-
less high-wing configuration with the vertical tail positioned
below the wing. This configuration enhances the lateral and
directional stabilities at high angle-of-attack. A performance
index is formulated to identify a suitable airfoil among vari-
ous high-lift low Reynolds number airfoils. E61 is selected
as it has got the maximum performance index. Thereafter,
determination of the vertical tails with suitable dimension is
discussed. Next, the static and dynamic stability of the NAV is
analyzed. The static stability analysis indicates that the NAV
is static stable as the longitudinal, directional, and lateral
static stability derivatives are negative, positive, and negative,
respectively. Besides this, the NAV is dynamically stable as
the real-part of the eigenvalues of the stability matrix lie in
left-half of the complex plane. Further, the dynamic stability
of the NAV is validated through flight tests.
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Ac =



−1.96 0.12 −1.3 −9.38 −0.65 0 −0.32 0
−1.8 −2.90 8.23 −1.93 −0.056 0.32 0 0.57
−30.92 −66.57 −2.99 0 −1.39 0 −36.75 0

0 0 0.99 0 0 0 0.06 0
−0.04 −0.02 0 0.07 −2.51 2.50 −8.12 9.37
31.55 −0.92 25.73 0 −38.45 −8.67 3.5 0
12.92 −5.03 78.08 0 −22.23 −3.52 −0.19 0
0 0 −0.01 0 0 1.0 0.3 0


(11)
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